
HLP2 Line



Molins HLP2

The HLP2 is the most successfully and reliable Molins Hinge Lid packer.

The machine has been completely rejuvenated to reach the production speed up to 200 ppm.

With the benefit of selected upgrades, the HLP has entered a new era of increased reliability, ease of

maintenance and higher efficiency.

The complete packing line is available for all formats (King Size, Queen Size, Super Slims and

Nano) and features Siemens S7 PLC control logic.
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Molins HLP2
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Upgraded precision built, oil filled special purpose

gearboxes, to deliver a quiet, enclosed, self-lubricated

drive system

Cigarette turret collation and missing cigarette/loose

end detectors.

Electrical settings are controlled by the touch screen,

adjustment can be made quickly and easily. All

machine electrics are located in highly accessible

cabinets.

The groups are fully CE compliant with interlock

guarding control, using clear sheet, shatter proof,

polycarbonate with interlocks on all opening doors.



Stamper

The Stamper is designed to work in conjunction with our new equipment, where the parent machine is the Hinge

lid Packer, linked with the Wrapper, where stamps are needed to be applied to the packet, prior to the unit

wrapping.
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Up to 200 pack per minute

Stand alone machine or linked within a machine line

Suitable for hard packs, where stamp size 44x20 as a

standard with possible separate optional to accommodate

different stamp sizes (feasibility to be evaluated by our tech

dept)

Reject station for any packet with missing stamp

Individual screen for adjustments and productions 

information

PLC Siemens S7 200



Sasib CP1

Extremely compact and small wrapper machine with a production speed up to 300 ppm.

High user friendly and ergonomics thanks to its 100% accessibility and featuring Siemens S7 PLC control logic.
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Clockwise/anticlockwise tear tape unwinding direction

Connectivity to any upstream packer/cartoner

Jumbo-bobbin tear tape dispenser

Pre-printed film feeder/cutter

Special kit for hinge-lid packet conversion

Electrical cabinet integrated in the machine frame



Boxer

Used to packing already-wrapped packets using pre-cut carton blanks
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Up to 18 carton per minute

Stand alone machine

Suitable for American or European carton pack

style

Siemens PLC with the function of packet missing 

detection, automatic rejection and fault display

Standard 5x2 carton with different size changes

available.



Molins Minipoly

Minipoly is a versatile and proven machine. The machine is flexible to perform carton overwrap as well as naked

wrap. Based on a compact footprint, the machine has best in class features to produce a high-quality overwrap.
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Up to 30 carton per minute

Stand alone machine

Suitable for overwrap or naked pack

Suitable for paper pack (via optional kit)

Individual screen for adjustments and productions 

information

Options for tear tape or serration for opening the

polypropylene pack

Movements driven pneumatically with Festo as

main components, with reduced maintenance and

high reliability.

Standard 5x2 carton with different size changes

available.
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